Textiles and apparel play an important role in healthcare environments. The softness of a robe, the warmth of a blanket, the beauty of a window treatment—these tactile and visual experiences can comfort and calm during times of great stress.

Healing Spaces™ by Standard Textile is an integrated, coordinated, comprehensive approach to creating a room that soothes and relaxes your patients and their visitors. This collection of bedding, apparel, decorative products, and towels has its origins in the unparalleled luxury and elegance of our award-winning hospitality line. At the same time, our products deliver superior efficiency and value for your operation.

Everything works together aesthetically and functionally to create a space that says to the patient, “your experience matters.”
Focus on comfort and style

Our sheets, pillowcases, and blankets offer ultimate comfort and durability. Savannah Stripe sheeting offers an extra-smooth premium hand while the mellow colors of Moonphase and Dual Cover® blankets are tranquil and soothing. These and all of our selections transcend traditional institutional style and provide a sense of well-being and reassurance in an unfamiliar setting.

SAVANNAH STRIPE
Tone-on-tone flat sheet and pillowcase blends soft and luxurious cotton with our Centinum Core Technology® for enduring comfort and lasting durability.

VERSATILITY® FITTED SHEET
Versatility combines the soft surface and comfort of a traditional woven sheet with the durable stretch-and-recovery characteristic of a knitted sheet.

MOONPHASE SPREAD/BLANKET
Vat-dyed, this 100% cotton, tufted terry blanket with its home-like design resists snags and mechanical damage. Available in:
- Spa Blue
- Olive
- Terra Cotta

DUAL COVER® SPREAD/BLANKET
Vat-dyed, this cotton/poly blanket can incorporate your crest or logo. Available in:
- Olive
- Terra Cotta
**APPAREL**

Focus on comfort and dignity

**MAMOGRAPHY ROBE**
This robe is designed for use as a front-opening patient gown as well as a robe, making it ideal for women’s examwear. The soft, comfortable, jersey knit fabric puts patients at ease. The snap at neck and double ties at waist provide complete modesty. Front lapover design with self binding. One size fits all.

**LOTUS PINK**
Mother’s Gown, Lapover, I.V. Sleeves, Bound Nursing Slits, Knit, One Size Fits All.

**PATIENT GOWN**

**CELESTIAL STONE**
Double Lapover, V-Neck with Bartack, Oversized Sweep, 65% Cotton/35% Polyester Jersey Knit, Size: L

**CELESTIAL OLIVE**
Double Lapover, I.V. Sleeve, Tele Pocket, V-Neck with Bartack, Oversized Sweep, 65% Cotton/35% Polyester Jersey Knit, Size: L

**BATH ROBE**

**LUXURY STRIPE**
Jacquard Sculpted Premium Terry, Centium Core Technology®, Matching Bar-Tacked Belt, Hanger Loop, 90% Cotton/10% Polyester

**KIMONO STYLE**
Sensuously Soft Traditional Terrycloth, Fast Drying, Matching Bar-Tacked Belt, Hanger Loop, 100% Cotton

**PJ PANTS**
Unisex, Reversible, Overlap Fly, Color-Coded Drawstring, 65% Cotton/35% Polyester Jersey Knit. L, XL, 3XL Available in: Spa Blue, Olive
Our Healing Spaces patient apparel is made from our proprietary ring-spun, heavyweight jersey knit.
DECORATIVE PRODUCTS

Focus on comprehensive solutions

Making patients and visitors feel welcome extends to the visual landscape of a room. Standard Textile partners with you to develop interior solutions that complement our apparel and linens. We provide complete turnkey service, from fabric design to product fabrication, from estimating and measuring to installation and support.

PRIVACY CURTAIN
Soothing patterns and colorways help ease the stress and anxiety of a healthcare visit while ensuring an attractive and visually cohesive environment.

MECHOSHADES
Bedside motorized shades provide access to the revitalizing effects of natural light and outdoor views while offering environmental advantages and enhancing patient control.

UPHOLSTERY
Create more inviting spaces with Crypton® performance upholstery—including Crypton Green, which is made with recycled polyester and promotes improved indoor air quality.
Focus on softness and absorbency

Our EuroSoft® bath towels, hand towels, wash towels, and bath mats are designed to introduce a touch of true luxury into healthcare environments. Made with 100% combed cotton, they are exceptionally soft and absorbent, providing a soothing, restorative effect to patients and visitors. Densely woven textured dobby borders add a high-style decorative accent, while world-class quality is evident in such added features as our exclusive multi-layer fast selvage sides.

Available in a range of stock/weight combinations, our terry products are pre-laundered for your convenience and cost savings.